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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the first results of applying sparse recon-
struction methods to restore a simulated dataset for the En-
vironmental Mapping and Analysis Program (EnMAP), the
forthcoming German spaceborne hyperspectral mission. Each
image element is independently decomposed using contribu-
tions from a limited number of pixels, which come directly
from the image and have previously undergone a low-pass
filtering in noisy bands. Thus, the denoising application is
reduced to a weighted sparse unmixing problem. A first as-
sessment of the results is encouraging as the original bands
taken into account are reconstructed with a high Signal-to-
Noise Ratio and low overall distortions.
Index Terms— EnMAP, denoising, spectral unmixing,
sparse reconstruction.
1. INTRODUCTION
The future EnMAP (Environmental Mapping and Analysis
Program; www.enmap.org) mission will be able to acquire
images at ±30◦ off-nadir to achieve revisit times of up to
4 days. The different acquisition angles and illumination
conditions will introduce considerable variations in Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (SNR) across the spectral bands, which could
benefit from denoising techniques with a high degree of
automation. This paper proposes a modified version of
Unmixing-based Denoising (UBD) [1], a denoising tech-
nique based on spectral unmixing [2], to selectively retrieve
corrupted bands which may be useful for a given application.
A novel algorithm derives from coupling UBD with sparse
reconstruction algorithms, in order to increase its automation
level and improve the denoising results in terms of a higher
similarity to a model noise-free image. Weighting param-
eters are set in order to derive most of the information for
the reconstruction of a given spectral band from other corre-
lated bands. First results are presented on a noisy synthetic
EnMAP dataset in which the proposed algorithm is able to
successfully restore the corrupted band of interest. Com-
parisons with some well known algorithms suggest that the
proposed technique could offer a viable solution for EnMAP
images acquired in unfavourable conditions.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
reminder on the EnMAP mission. Section 3 adopts sparse re-
construction methods to increase the degree of automatization
and improve results from UBD, and Section 4 reports some
experiments on a simulated EnMAP hyperspectral dataset.
We conclude in Section 5.
2. THE ENMAP MISSION
EnMAP is a German, earth observing, imaging spectroscopy,
spaceborne mission planned for launch in 2018 and with a
lifetime of five years [3]. It addresses hyperspectral remote
sensing with the major objectives of measuring, deriving, and
analysing parameters on the status and evolution of terrestrial
and aquatic ecosystems on a global scale. Applications com-
prise agriculture, forest, geology, urban, and coastal themes.
The HSI (hyperspectral imager) will consist of two pushb-
room imaging spectrometers: one for the VNIR (visible and
near infrared) spectral range from 420 to 1000 nm with a sam-
pling of 6.5 nm, and one for the SWIR (shortwave infrared)
spectral range from 900 to 2450 nm with a sampling of 10
nm. The ground pixel size will remain constant at certain lat-
itude, i.e. 30 × 30 m at nadir at 48◦northern latitude. With
1000 valid pixels this yields to a swath width of 30 km. One
of the key system performance parameters is the SNR (in this
paper considered as the power ratio between signal and back-
ground noise). Figure 1 illustrates the predicted performance
for SNR at the sensors for nadir observations under three dif-
ferent conditions and for 10 nm equivalent bandwidth [4].
Thus, even if the SNR is predicted to be high typically, for
situations of low surface albedo or sun zenith angle it will be
reduced and methods for de-noising of hyperspectral images
become essential.
3. UNMIXING-BASED DENOISING AND SPARSE
RECONSTRUCTION
Unmixing-based Denoising (UBD) exploits spectral unmix-
ing results to selectively recover bands affected by a low SNR
in hypespectral images [1]. The output of the unmixing pro-
cess, which aims at decomposing each image element in sig-
Fig. 1: Predicted performance for SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio), Courtesy of OHB System AG [4].
nals typically related to pure materials [2], is inferred into the
reconstruction of a given noisy band, ignoring the residual
vector which is mainly characterized by undesired noise. One
of the problems of UBD is that the spectral library of interest
must be known a priori. As in the general case this is not true,
the library must be initialized by extracting with a method
of choice a restricted number of reliable reference spectra as
pure as possible. Afterwards, spectra are iteratively added by
selecting areas in the error images related to the reconstruc-
tion of a band of interest, in a similar way to the Iterative
Error Analysis (IEA) end-member extraction algorithm [2].
This step can be time-consuming and subjective with several
parameters to set, such as the number of reference spectra to
extract or the maximum distortion allowed in the reconstruc-
tion. To solve these problems, the use of sparse reconstruction
methods is proposed to skip the reference spectra selection
step.
UBD can be related to sparse methods, if we consider that
in its applications sparseness is enforced by considering the
reference spectra as a sparsifying basis for the original high-
dimensionality dataset. It is interesting that in [1] the advan-
tages of using Non-negative Least Squares (NNLS) as unmix-
ing algorithm, which promotes sparsity in the abundance vec-
tors, are discussed.
A redundant, over-complete spectral library A is com-
posed by a very large number of randomly selected image
elements, in which the noisy bands are spatially smoothed in
order to have a reliable value in homogeneous regions. Af-
terwards, each image element y and the library A are fed
to a non-negative Basis Pursuit reconstruction algorithm [5],




|Ax− y|22 + λ|x|1 subject to x ≥ 0, (1)
where λ is the regularization parameter controlling the
sparsity of the solution vector x, which contains the fractional
Fig. 2: Band 1 from the synthetic EnMAP Alpine Foreland
dataset of size 1000× 1000. In the green and red squares the
details reported in Fig. 3.
abundances of the spectra selected in the reconstruction of y.
As this method aims at selectively retrieving corrupted
spectral bands rather than trying to denoise the full hyper-
spectral dataset, a tuned weighting across the spectral bands
is expected to yield better results. This ensures that the recon-
struction process is mainly driven by spectral bands highly




|wAx− wy|22 + λ|x|1 subject to x ≥ 0, (2)
where w is the weighting vector quantifying the relevance
of each spectral band in the reconstruction process.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We analyse the Alpine Foreland EnMAP dataset of size
1000× 1000 pixels, which has been simulated with different
SNR levels from applying water, vegetation and soil physical
models to a Landsat image acquired on the area around lake
Starnberg, Germany (for more information on the simulated
dataset see [6]). We use the image with the worse average
SNR equal to 100, which would be the worst case among
the ones reported in Fig. 1, of which band 1 at 423 nm is
depicted in Fig. 2. This case of study is not simple as all the
bands have the same low SNR, unlike traditional HS datasets
in which the SNR drastically increases whenever atmospheric
absorption effects become less important. The denoising is
carried out as described in eq. 2, with the spectral bands
weighted according to their correlation with the band of in-
terest, and 10% of the image elements selected to initialize
the over-complete spectral library.
Results on two image subsets localized by the squares in
Fig. 2 are reported in Fig. 3. The denoised images are very
similar to the noise-free simulated dataset. We report quan-
titative quality parameters and comparisons with alternative
methods in Table 1 as follows. We compare the results of
the described approach (with and without weighting of the
spectral bands in the reconstruction step) with a 3D imple-
mentation of Non-local Means denoising [7] and Minimum
Noise Fraction (MNF) with manual selection of the best num-
ber of components, a hard parameter to set [8]. The figures
of merit are Normalized Root Mean Square Error, expressed
in percentage (best value: 0%), Structure Similarity (SSIM)
[9] (best value: 1), and SNR (best value: ∞). Even though
an adaptation of SSIM for HS images has not been agreed yet
(see [10]), we are taking into account a single band, making
this assessment of particular interest. The known distortions
of the noisy band are reported for reference. The method
is also fast in terms of running time, taking 70.47 seconds
on a standard laptop machine with 8 GB RAM and Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5-2520M 2.50 GHz processor to denoise the one
million pixels with 224 spectral bands.
Method NRMSE (%) SSIM SNR
Noisy band at 420 nm 8.64 0.207 100
UBD - WSR 2.03 0.678 1892
UBD - SR 2.37 0.636 1361
MNF (best result) 2.46 0.526 926
Wiener (best result) 3.76 0.334 570
3D Non-Local Means 3.62 0.316 587
Table 1: Comparison of average NRMSE, SSIM and SNR
values for the denoising of the band reported in Fig. 2. UBD
- WSR and UBD - SR stand for UBD with weighted sparse
reconstruction and sparse reconstruction, respectively.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper tested a new denoising technique based on sparse
reconstruction on simulated EnMAP data. The algorithm im-
proves on the idea of Unmixing-based Denoising (UBD) by
increasing its automation degree and by tuning the contribu-
tion of each spectral band to the final result. First results
and comparisons with other techniques are satisfactory and
could help in correcting EnMAP images acquired under un-
favourable illumination conditions or at higher off-nadir look-
ing angles. Furthermore, the operational fully-automatic on-
ground processing which delivers standardized products to
the international user community is expected to introduce at
most 1% dead or bad pixels [11]. As UBD has been success-
fully tested on destriping and bad pixels restoration problems
[12], the proposed method could be employed also to decrease
the impact of such missing or corrupted data. In the experi-
mental section the best weighting parameters have been man-
ually selected, but they could be easily computed as a function
of the spectral correlation with the band which is selected to
retrieve and the SNR of each band. In order to achieve that, it
is needed to perform a noise estimation step beforehand.
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